
 

This is my personal TM1 34” Winchoked Perazzi.  This gun is in absolute pristine 
condition as I will attempt to describe below.  Everything shown below is included in its 
sale. 
 
I recently purchase this gun and because of its superb condition, I decided to keep it and 
shoot it.  As a result, I inserted almost all new parts, whether it needed it or not.  I have a 
substantial supply of Perazzi parts and am the main person responsible for Perazzi Italy 
supplying these parts to the US.  About the only parts that were not replaced are the 
cocking bar, cocking foot, and wood. 
 
I then sent it off to Doug Moser of Glenrock Blue to do his magic with a professional 
reblue.  It *IS* a *PROFESSIONAL* reblue, no rounded corners anywhere.  Normal turn-
around time with Doug is approximately 6 months, but because I send all the Perazzi’s I 
repair for rebluing to factory or better bluing, I get a bit better time frame from Doug. 
 
Doug suggested that he polish-out the stripes on the receiver’s sides, but I opted to have 
it all blued.  I wanted something a slight bit different. 
 
I seriously doubt you will find a TM1 in better condition.  It is absolutely perfect in every 
way.  You may want to add your personal stock and/or forearm to suit your needs. 
 
The sale includes the brand new Negrini case as shown that I got this from Jack 
Swanson (palletjack).  Jack is a personal friend and one of the three partners who 
attempted to purchase Trapshooters.com years ago.  Unfortunately, that deal died due 
to reasons outside of our control. 
 

PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING TO A CONTUS FFL:  $3,200 

 
Because this is my personal gun, I cannot accept credit cards through the business.  I 
can accept PayPal, however, most folks do not have a high enough limit to do so, and it 
would have to be sold via PayPal as a gift to avoid their high fees.  I would prefer a 
Postal Money Order, or certified Bank Money Order in an effort not to run this through 
the business. 
 
I have been an FFL since 1973, have a 100% eBay rating on nearly 3,000 
sales/purchases and a member since 1968, a 40 year ATA, SDSTA, and NRA Life 
Member. 
 
This gun is also available for viewing on the new SHOTGUN-SPORTS.COM website. 
 
My contact info is:  Jim “Whiz” White, 605-341-4412, e-mail:  whiz@swsupply.com 
 

 
 
 



 



 
 
 

 
 
 

Thanks for looking and absorbing my diatribe. 


